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In response to appeals for better publicity for Institute activities, the Walker Memorial Committee and the Athletic Association have undertaken new publicity campaigns.

The success of these moves has been evidenced by the greatly increased attendance at recent sports events and activities meetings. The A. A. has undertaken to print a schedule of the term's sports events and the Walker Memorial Committee has started to maintain a bulletin board announcing the events of the week. Continuation and expansion of these programs will do much to stimulate student interest in sports and activities.

Let's Have Some Support

Yesterday the Institute Committee appointed a committee to publicize the freshman and upper class positions vacant in the various undergraduate activities and to try and stimulate interest among the undergraduates in these activities. The formation of this committee marks a real attempt to alleviate the shortage of manpower on many activities caused largely by the lack of interest shown by the student body. At a time when activities need men so desperately, this lack of interest is especially serious. In peacetime, with large classes entering the Institute, the manpower problem was not so acute, but at the present the activities, faced with a dwindling manpower supply, need the support of every student at the Institute.

It is unfortunate that the Institute Committee has to appoint a committee to inveigle men to try for positions which constitute a very valuable part of college life. The training gained in working on an activity will prove very valuable in later life, but many men at the Institute refuse to take advantage of the opportunities which are offered them. If the activities are to survive these trying years, they need the support of the entire student body—support which at present is conspicuous by its absence.
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Commander Blair To Give Lecture

Commander R. H. Blair, executive officer of Naval Affairs at the Institute, will speak to the Naval Architecture Society at a dinner meeting, 6:30 P.M., on Tuesday, January 23, 1945, in Pritchett Hall. The officers of the society will attend the meeting of the New England Section of the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers to be held at the Engineers Club on Tuesday, January 30, 1945.

A.I.E. Presents Hazen On Jan. 26

On Friday evening, January 26, at 8:00 P.M., the Student Branch of the A.I.E. will present Prof. Harold L. Hazen, head of the department of Electrical Engineering, in a talk entitled, "Electrical Engineering: A Look Ahead."

In line with his work on the post-war plans of the Institute, Professor Hazen will preview the program, which the Electrical Engineering department will present to the future students of Course VI. The meeting will be open to all who are interested. At the end of his talk, Professor Hazen will answer questions from the audience.

Debating Society Plans Tournament

A debating tournament among the members of the Technology Debating Society will be held on Tuesdays and Fridays of the next two weeks at 5:00 P.M. in Rooms 7-106 and 7-108. Six teams are to participate in the discussion of the question, Resolved: that the United States should cooperate in establishing and maintaining an international police after the war. Each team is to have two debates. The three teams judged the highest, are to receive prizes amounting to ten, seven and one half, and five dollars respectively.